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Structure of Talk

• Challenges facing health systems globally

• How to make policy stick and secure implementation

• Receptive context for change

• Two initiatives:

 WHO Health Systems Transformation project

 NHS England’s 5YFV New Care Models/Vanguards initiative

• Meeting the challenge
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Three Eras of Global Health 

Systems 

 Complex political, social, economic environmental challenges 

 Three eras of health and health care:

 1850s – 1960s: focus on diagnosis and management of acute diseases

 1950s – present day: reduction of chronic disease, modifiable 

behavioural determinants, coordinated care 

around individuals

 2000 – going forward: creating 

capacities to achieve goals for equitable health 

improvement, life-course health development, rebalancing 

acute care and prevention, individuals and communities as                                                             

co-designers of their health 
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The Challenges in Healthcare have 

Changed Dramatically

• Policy environment has changed – more complex and challenging

• This new environment described as one of perpetual white water

• Environment characterised by:

 information overload

 dissolving of traditional organisational and professional boundaries

 interconnectedness of systems 

 new technologies that disrupt old working practices

 the different values and expectation of a new generation entering the workplace

• The majority of those leading healthcare organisations today are not equipped to 

cope with this complexity

• All these reasons increase the possibilities for implementation failures
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WHO Madrid Meeting: Primary 

Purpose

 A focus on the how not what

of change 

 Identifying ways to create 

and sustain a receptive 

context for successful 

change
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Going Forward: Enablers for 

Success

• Importance of a receptive context for change

• Relationships are key, not structures

• Identifying and nurturing ‘boundary spanners’

• System leadership

• The paradox of freezing while unfreezing
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Receptive Context for Change: 5 Key 

Factors

 Environmental pressure

 Quality and coherence of policy

 Key people leading change

 Supportive organisational culture

 Managerial-clinical relations
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Factor 1: Environmental Pressure

Critical in creating the conditions for transformational change and in 

ensuring they remain in place long enough for change to become 

embedded. Importance of political context and impact of politics in 

shaping the environment governing large-scale change.  Structural 

change or change involving regulation and/or inspection can occur 

rapidly.  Cultural change takes longer. 

Environmental 
Pressure
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Factor 2: Quality and Coherence of 

Policy
Quality of policy developed nationally and locally is important in 

terms of both its analytical and process elements.  Policy informed 

by evidence and data is important in presenting a sound case for 

change and persuading sceptical practitioners, notably clinicians. 

Successful polices demonstrate coherence and alignment between 

goals, feasibility and implementation.

Quality and 
Coherence of 

Policy
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Factor 3: Key People Leading 

Change
People in key posts leading change is critical.  Not heroic leaders of 

a traditional command and control type but those who exercise 

leadership in a more adaptive, distributed style.  Quiet or servant 

leaders are often more effective than those who lead from the front.  

Building teams across whole systems is essential in health system 

transformation.

Key People 
Leading 
Change
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The System Leadership 

Challenge

Acknowledges

 Existence of ‘wicked 

problems’

 Value of a whole systems                           

approach

 Political nature of                                               

complex systems
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Rethinking Leadership

 Collective intelligence, not individual genius 

 From targets to a systems approach

 Accept the reality of ‘wicked problems’

 Work with uncertainty

 Shift from providing answers to asking the 

questions

 Acknowledge limits of the ‘can do’ culture

 Encourage positive deviance in place of negative 

acquiescence
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The Complex Adaptive Leader (1)

 Manages context and relationships

 Understands the culture of 

the organisation 

 Creates conditions that favour 

emergence and 

self-organisation

 Works with notion that 

complex outcomes can 

emerge from good enough vision and 

minimum specifications

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/Working_Together_Teamwork_Puzzle_Concept.jpg
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The Complex Adaptive Leader (2)

 Does not believe that the only alternative to 

planning and control is chaos

 Regards paradox, tension and 

ambiguity as best opportunities for 

real change

 Avoids trying to figure out the 

‘one best way’ but experiments 

and reflects 

 Recognises and finds ways to work 

with natural networks and energy rather than 

always relying on formal structures
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Meeting the Leadership Challenge

• Limits of top-down, command and control 

leadership

• Leadership is shared, 

distributed, engaged, 

adaptive

• Core characteristics: 

building alliances, persuasion, 

influence, political astuteness

• Different set of skills and behaviours required
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Leadership as a Collective 

Capacity 
When you do not see dominance and social influence 

as the basic activities of leadership, you no longer think 

of leadership predominantly in terms of leaders (people 

who influence others) and followers (people who are 

influenced). Instead you can think about leadership as a 

process in which everyone in a community, or group, is 

engaged.  This is a way of viewing leadership as part of 

a context…

Drath and Palus (1994) Making Common Sense: Leadership as Meaning-

making in a Community of Practice 
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Jazz as a Metaphor for System 

Leadership
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Factor 4: Supportive Organisational 

Culture
Culture involving deep-seated assumptions and values leading to 

particular patterns of behaviour can serve as a barrier to change 

and create inertia.  Health systems comprise a complex set of 

multiple cultures.  A supportive culture can challenge and change 

beliefs.  Leaders can be agents for cultural change. Flexible working 

across boundaries is called for.

Supportive 
Organisational 

Culture
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Factor 5: Managerial-clinical 

Relations
The managerial-clinical interface is critically important in health 

systems especially at a time of rapid change which can seem 

threatening to notions of clinical autonomy.  The disconnect 

between managers and clinicians is a feature of all health systems.  

Those opposed to change can block or sabotage it.  Managers and 

clinicians need to understand each other’s worlds. 

Managerial-
clinical 

Relations
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Using the Framework

• All 8 factors, but especially the selected 5, are not 

a shopping list

• They should be viewed as a highly interrelated 

combination which, taken together, can guide and 

shape transformational change efforts

• Successful change requires alignment among the 

factors. If they push and pull in different directions 

then achieving change is likely to fail

• Even then, there can be no guarantees – there is 

‘no simple recipe or quick fix in managing complex 

change’ (Pettigrew et al 1992)        
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Making Policy Stick: additional 

contributions

• Kotter’s 8 steps for successful change

• Barber’s ‘expectation of success’ and 

quick wins

• Kingdon’s multiple streams approach
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The Implementation Challenge

Not WHAT to do but  
HOW to do it 
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WHO Health System Transformation 

Project: Next Steps
 Create forum of ministers, with or without officials, to share 

experiences in securing transformational change

 Promote exchange of experiential insights:

Creating a network of system transformers (‘critical friends’)

Providing consultancy and support for tracking and guiding progress 

in health system transformation

Developing an Assessing Your Readiness                                                                             

for Change checklist  

Building a library of case studies on 

health system transformation
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NHS Five Year Forward View

 ‘Radical upgrade in prevention and public health’

 Reduce demand on NHS

 Vanguards to develop 

New Care Models

 Four core values 

underpin the models

 Clinical engagement

 Patient involvement

 Local ownership

 National support
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The Study 

Evaluation of 5 North East Vanguards over 8 months

• Enhanced health in care homes

• Urgent and emergency care

• Multispecialty community providers

• Acute care collaboration

• Integrated primary an acute care system 
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Mrs Smith
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Future Model
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Topics Explored

• Participants’ perceptions of the Vanguard initiatives

• Multi-disciplinary team working

• Culture and relationships

• Skills and attributes/management and governance 

structures

• Role of technology and digital solutions

• Impact on patients and professionals

• Lessons learnt 
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Key Messages (1)

• Vanguards as a service improvement journey

• Opportunities
 Quality of care, managing demand and keeping out of hospital and in 

the community, reducing duplication between neighbouring hospitals, 

promoting innovative partnerships, making better use of the workforce 

and reducing the costs of care

• Challenges
 Rapid pace of policy and change, fragmentation and duplication of 

services, funding, capacity, resources, frontline and patient/citizen 

engagement and inefficiencies and gaps in provision     
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Key Messages (2)
• Despite some regional strengths and opportunities, 5 sites not 

comparable

• Risk of oversimplification, undermining the complexities and context-

specific features of each Vanguard

• Prevailing ethos in each Vanguard quite distinct

• Each Vanguard had different aims and purposes, experienced a variety 

of types of stakeholder engagement, and intra-organisational 

collaboration  

• Vanguards united in perceptions of wider context and criticisms of 

central body leading change – NHS England – especially in respect of 

unrealistic pressure to deliver outcomes

• Scale and pace of change unrealistic while at same time making 

savings     
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Key Messages (3)

• Need for, and importance of, relationship building accepted but 

time-consuming and resource-intensive

• Emphasis should be more on system and patient than cost

• Investment needed in capacity, capability and finance to deliver 

outcomes

• Technology and digital innovation viewed as an essential 

catalyst for transformation although concerns that it was viewed 

by some as a ‘bolt on’ to existing arrangements

• Most challenging agenda identified as cultural, not technical

• Not possible to demonstrate cost savings over 8 month period –

mixed picture   
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Meeting the Challenge

 Funding is an issue – spending on NHS lower than many EU 

countries

 Taking on the big beasts of the NHS jungle – acute hospitals

 Evidence to inform changes – New Care Models, Vanguards

 Realistic transitional funding for the change

 Political backing for the changes at all levels

 Legislation to remove competition and market access and allow for 

creation of statutory bodies to lead STPs

 Main challenge is less about planning and more about 

implementation – the How, not the What
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Other Issues to Consider

• A culture of short-termism prevails

• Short-sightedness of successive governments to think 

beyond a few years

• Brexit likely to make situation worse – lack of policy 

capacity at centre; workforce issues

• Conservatism of workforce in adapting 

to change

• Absence of system leadership
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‘Our inquiry uncovered endemic short-termism in almost 

every area of policy making. Those charged with planning 

and making decisions which affect the whole of the NHS 

seemed to be plagued by short-term pressures and, as a 

consequence, lacked the ability to look beyond the ‘here 

and now’ to the longer term’.

‘This short-termism represents a major threat, and seems to 

have been a longstanding problem.’ 

House of Lords Select Committee on the Long-Term 

Sustainability of the NHS, April 2017
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Health System Transformation is Hard: 

Risks

 Austerity policies: transforming care while 

reducing expenditure

 Pace of change too fast: weak ownership

 Unrealistic expectations

 Skills deficit – shifting from a competitive to 

a collaborative system

 Reform fatigue: constant churn

 Absence of public engagement in design of 

proposed changes

 Spread and share across country weak
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Health System Transformation: 

Key Ingredients for Success

 Creating strategic alignment: No vision = no alignment = 

no change

 Acknowledging interconnections between the WHYs, 

WHATs and HOWs of change

 Working with professional cultures, 

particularly the clinical culture

 Creating enabling environments

 Nurturing new leadership approaches

 Increasing patient and public engagement

 Supporting evidence-informed policy
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